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Abstract: In China, it is difficult for manned aircraft to sow seeds in small and scattered plots, especially in areas including 
hills, swamps, telegraph poles, windbreaks, and residential areas; in such terrain, the sowing machinery cannot function 
properly.  However, unmanned helicopters (UHs) are flexible enough to control and adapt to the complex environments that 
are not easily accessible by terrain sowing machinery and large agricultural aircraft, which have been widely used in agriculture.  
In this study, a centrifugal disc-type sowing device for an unmanned helicopter (CDTSDUH) was designed.  The factors 
influencing the seed velocity when the seeds move away from the disc were explored by analyzing the forces of the seed acting 
on the sowing disc and the wind field of the UHs.  The influential factors include the distance from the falling mouth to the 
center of the disc, the offset angle of the falling mouth, and the rotation speed of the disc.  An orthogonal test was designed 
with the sowing width and the curvature of the sowing area as the indexes.  The test results showed that the three factors 
mentioned above had a greater impact on the sowing width than the curvature of the seeding area.  Moreover, the superior 
parameters of the disc were determined.  It was also suggested that the above factor levels had little effect on the offset width 
of sowing.  The results of the test conducted for studying the sowing uniformity of the CDTSDUH indicated that the 
maximum and minimum difference values among the number of particles of the sampling points in the forward direction was 
11 and 8, and the coefficient of variation of the number of particles in each row was more than 20%, indicating less uniformity 
was achieved when sowing in the lateral (perpendicular to the forward direction) direction, as compared to that in the forward 
direction.  This study determined the ideal values for the radius of particles position, the offsetting angle, and the disc speed of 
the sowing machinery designed.  Furthermore, considering that there are so many factors that influence the manner in which a 
UH functions, more analysis results and test data of influencing factors need to be acquired by experiments.  The uniformity of 
sowing needs to be further improved.  The results provided some theoretical and experimental references for the technology 
research on the centrifugal disc-type sowing device for UHs. 
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1  Introduction  

The introduction of agricultural aviation technology opened up 
a new direction for the mechanization of crop planting[1,2].  The 
use of agricultural aircraft started worldwide many years ago, as a 
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large number of light aircraft were converted into agricultural 
aircraft for performing spraying operations[3] after World War II.  
Then, many countries began to use a wide range of aircraft for 
planting and fertilization.  Presently, at least 37% of rice fields in 
the United States are planted by airplanes, and 100% of rice 
topdressing works are performed by aircraft.  According to 
statistics, there are more than 4000 agricultural aircraft currently 
used in America, which includes single rotors, twin rotors, and 
helicopters.  Moreover, manned fixed-wing aircraft accounted for 
approximately 88% of agricultural aircraft[4].  In Japan, broadcast 
sowing was performed mainly using artificial and 
remote-controlled helicopters[5].  Other countries also employed 
artificial aircraft, mainly for large contiguous operation areas.   

The main rice producing district in China, i.e., southern China, 
has many issues involving scatter, paddy fields, great height 
difference, depth of mud, excess rain.  In particular, there is deep 
latent layer and poor drainage in cold leaching fields, one of the 
main low-yield paddy field areas.  Cold leaching fields account 
for 44.2% of low-yield paddy field areas and 15.07% of the total 
paddy field areas in China.  Planting in such terrain is difficult 
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using sowing machinery[6,7].  In the rice stubble area of the 
Yangtze River Basin, compaction damage on the surface soil 
caused by large-scale ground machinery has an adverse effect on 
the emergence rate of the next season’s crop.  As a result, it is 
difficult for large machinery to start field operations.  It is also 
difficult for small machinery to achieve a good sowing effect under 
the condition of straw incorporation[8].  Depending on the 
production conditions in the hilly drylands of the southwestern 
areas, small sowing machinery is used for sowing, but it is 
time-consuming and laborious[9].  In addition, there are 2.2 million 
hectares of coastal beach area[10] and approximately 11 million 
hectares of swamp area in China[11] continuously or dispersedly, 
where ground machinery is not suitable for sowing. 

In some special areas, the general terrain sowing machinery 
cannot meet the requirements of production[12-14].  Recently, in the 
barren hills, large deserts contiguous to the area of Shaanxi, 
northeast and other places in China, aerial and other sowing 
operations have been carried out, with good economic and 
ecological benefits[15-17].  Although they offer high efficiency, 
unmanned agricultural aircraft (UAA) require special airports to 
take off and land.  There is a need for UAA to work in limited and 
contiguous areas, but they cannot adapt to the complex and small 
dispersed areas, especially in some windbreaks, residential land, 
and areas with poles.  In recent years, the flight control 
technology of unmanned helicopters (UHs) has developed rapidly 
owing to improvements in path planning operations, increase in 
safer landings, and quicker real-time responses to the operating 
environment[18].  All of these technologies provide the UHs with 
strong support in sowing operations.  UHs are flexible to control 
and can fly at ultra-low altitudes without terrain constraints[19].  In 
addition, the UHs can be easily employed in places where terrain 
machinery and manned aircraft are not suitable.   

Existing terrain disc-type sowing devices are mostly of the 
traction or hanging type, relying on ground machinery to provide 
power[20].  The UAA sowing devices rely mainly on the driver to 
manipulate the handle and control the seed falling mouth at the 
bottom of the aircraft.  Terrain sowing devices and UAA sowing 
devices cannot be used directly on the UH because of the type, the 
small size of the UH, and its ability to carry only limited load[21].  
In order to study the sowing devices suitable for the UH, as a 
supplement to the terrain sowing devices and UAA sowing devices, 
a centrifugal disc-type sowing device for an unmanned helicopter 
(CDTSDUH) was studied.  The working principles, seed 
movement analysis, sowing width, and distribution were analyzed, 
and the parameters of sowing width and uniformity were 
optimized. 

2  Structure and working principle 

The CDTSDUH was mainly composed of an external force 
feed[22] and a light centrifugal disc.  The traditional external force 
feed was optimized by increasing the groove width and diameter, 
which improved the speed, reduced the pulsation phenomenon[23], 
and formed continuous particle flow.  With an overall compact 
structure, lightweight metal materials, and large-torque light motor, 
this sowing device was more conducive when being used with the 
UH in low-altitude and high-speed operations.  As shown in 
Figure 1, the seed particles fall into the centrifugal disc from the 
falling mouth through the external force feed and move to the edge 
of the disc via centrifugal force and friction; as a result, the seed 
particles get scattered, forming falling areas.  The quantity and 
width of sowing can be adjusted according to the sowing height 

and speed of the UH. 

 
1. Hairbrush  2. Seed cup gate  3. Centrifugal disc  4. Dynamo  5. Seed roller 
A. filling area  B. seed flow layer  C. seed outlet 

Figure 1  Schematic diagram of centrifugal disc-type sowing 
device 

3  Design and analysis  

3.1  Kinematic analysis of particles on centrifugal disc 
Grain particles were irregular and varied before touching the 

blades.  The movements of the particles were complex, the 
trajectories were helix, and once they come into contact with the 
blades, they move along the blades, and finally get scattered away 
from the edge of the centrifugal disc, as shown in Figure 2.  
According to the theory of physics, it was found that a particle M 
falling on any point A of the centrifugal disc at zero initial velocity 
can achieve the velocity at the edge of the disk as depicted in the 
following formula (when neglecting the interaction between the 
particles)[24]: 

sin
ωrV
β

=                    (1)  

where, V is the velocity of the particles leaving the disk, m/s; ω is 
the angular velocity of the disk, rad/s; r is the distance between the 
particle on the centrifugal disc and the center of the disc, m; β is the 
angle between the particle velocity and the particle in the 
diametrical direction, (°); Ψ is the angle between the position of the 
particles on the edge of the centrifugal disc and the forward 
direction, (°).   

Therefore, the main influencing factors of the velocity of the 
particles from the centrifugal disc are ω, r, and β. 
3.2  Kinematic analysis of particles in wind field 

After leaving the centrifugal disc, the particles mainly moved 
in the air flow, as they were affected by the wind field.  Studying 
the distribution of the wind field can help in analyzing the 
movement of the particles in the wind field as well as the particle 
trajectory.  The results showed that the distributions of the UH 
wind field were different in X-, Y-, and Z-directions (the X-direction 
represented the direction of in which the helicopter moves forward, 
the Y-direction represented the horizontal direction perpendicular to 
the forward direction of the UH, and the Z-direction represents the 
vertical direction), the width of the wind field in the X-direction 
was significantly larger than that the Y-direction, and the 
Z-direction wind speed was the smallest[25].  As shown in Figure 2, 
the three-dimensional wind system was established, with the X-axis 
parallel to the forward direction of the UH, the Y-axis 
perpendicular to the flight direction, and the Z-axis perpendicular to 
the ground. 

X-axis:        2,  x
x x x

dVF m F mkv
dt

= =                (2) 

,  cosx x x xv w V V V= − =                (3) 
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Y-axis:        2,  y
y y y

dV
F m F mkv

dt
= =                (4) 

,  siny y y yv w V V V θ= − =               (5) 

Z-axis:        2,  z
z z z

dVF mg m F mkv
dt

+ = =            (6) 

             z z zv w V= −                    (7)  

where, F(x, y, z) represents the forces of the airflow on the particles 
in three directions, N; m is the particle mass, g; V(x, y, z) represents 
the absolute velocities of the particles in the three directions (m/s), 
the initial values are Vx=Vcosθ, Vy=Vsinθ, and Vz=0; K is the 
coefficient, relating to the relative velocity of the grain particles, 
the air flow, and grain characteristics; Wx,y,z represents the 
velocities of the air flow in three directions; Vx,y,z represents the 
relative velocities of the airflow and grain particles in the three 
directions; θ is the angle between the velocity of the grain at the 
edge of the disc and the X-axis, (°). 

 
Figure 2  Diagram of particle motion off the centrifugal disc 
 

During the falling process, the forces in the X- and 
Y-directions affect the sowing width of the grain particles 
together, which benefits sowing.  In particular, the sowing width 
of the grain particles increase more obviously when the wind 
speed is increased along the direction of the Y-axis.  The force 
acting along the Z-axis on the grain particles affects landing time.  
When the velocity of the air flow is less than approximately 3 m/s, 
the air resistance is small when compared to the grain weight 
itself[26]; however, the wind field under the UH fuselage has a 
considerable impact on the grain particle trajectory.  For 
example, just about 0.5 m under the UH fuselage, the airflow 
velocity was more than 3 m/s[27].  Therefore, the movement 
states and trajectories of the grain particles in the airflow were 
related to the velocity of the air flow in the rotor wind field, the 
velocity of the grain particles, the direction of the airflow, the 
initial velocity, and the direction angle of the grain particles 
entering the air flow field[28]. 
3.3  Sowing device integrated control for the UH 
3.3.1 Sowing control system components 

As shown in Figure 3, the control part of the sowing device 
was mainly composed of the flight control system, the sowing 
decision system, the seeding motor and controller, the disk motor, 
the controller, and the human-computer interaction system.  The 
flight control system was used to control the UH flight operations 
and for path planning[29].  The sowing decision system was used 
to control the extent of sowing.  The sowing motor and the 
controller were used to control the grain particle sowing, response, 
and feedback sowing decision system, and the disk motor and the 
controller were used to control the sowing disc, control the sowing 

width, response, and feedback sowing decision system.  The 
man-machine interaction system provided the control panel, which 
sets the parameters of the sowing device. 

 
Figure 3  Diagram of the components of the sowing control 

system 
 

3.3.2  Working principle of the sowing control system 
Different rice varieties corresponded to different quantities 

when sowing.  When sowing with the UH, path planning should 
be carried out and then, the UH operating altitude, motor speed, 
and speed of the disc motor need to be set.  It was necessary to 
know the requirements of the sowing quantity and cultivated area 
to achieve the required sowing width in terms of the spread and 
uniformity.  First, the UH is lifted to a predetermined height to 
start the disc motor and adjust it to the preset speed.  Following 
this, the sowing motor is started and adjusted to the preset speed, 
by doing which the UH is controlled to sow. 

4  Sowing device parameters 

The sowing width was perpendicular to the direction of the UH.  
An appropriate width is one of the important indexes in the design 
of the sowing device to increase the UH single flight coverage area 
and improve operational efficiency, considering that the UH has 
limited load carrying capacity and can fly for only a short duration.  
It was essential to study the effect of the factors of the sowing 
width to obtain the appropriate width.  First, the sowing disc was 
tested on an indoor table with a height of 1 m. 

 
Figure 4  Test bed structure  

 

As can be seen in Equation (1), the velocity of the grain 
particles away from the device was related to the rotational speed 
of the disc.  The distance of the grain particles on the disc to the 
edge of the disc, the angle between the grain velocity, and the 
diametrical direction were related to the width.  It was necessary 
to determine the optimal position of the mouth to find the 
appropriate spreading span.  The three levels and three factors that 
were tested are listed in Table 1.  The distribution of the locations 
of the falling mouth is shown in Figure 5.  Because the radius of 
the falling point, the offset angle of the falling point, and the 
rotation speed of the disk shared no relationship, the interactions 
between the factors were neglected. 
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Table 1  Three factors and three levels of the test 

Levels 
Factor A Factor B Factor C 

Radiuses of particles position/m Offset angles/(°) Speeds/r·min-1

1 18 0 500 

2 37 30 750 

3 55 60 1000 
Note: 1. the radius of the falling point refers to the grain particles falling on the 
disc to the center of the disc to the center of the distance; 2. offset angle is the 
direction of the forward direction of the UH, grain placement along the radius of 
the direction. 

 
Figure 5  Distribution of seed falling positions 

 

In order to ensure that test results are accurate, the impact of 
non-test factors can be excluded by ensuring the disc motor can be 
moved in the horizontal plane of two mutually perpendicular 
directions.  The falling mouth of the hopper was rectangularly 
crossed, and the length from the mouth to the top of the disc was 
approximately 2-3 mm.  The test disc diameter was 150 mm, the 
thickness was 2 mm, while 3 leaves were linear, the height was  
16 mm over the center, and there was no eccentricity.  The rice 

used for the tests was Huanghuazhan (water content: 15.2%, sliding 
friction angle: 28.5°, weight of 1000 grains is 22.5 g), which was 
filtered and cleaned.  The sowing quantity of rice was 2 kg, and 
the test time was 30 s.  The falling area of the disc was curved and 
the curvature of the falling area had a greater influence on the 
uniformity.  We took the real-tested width and the curvature of the 
falling area as indicators.  The width was measured as follows: 
based on the center line in front of the test bench where the disc 
was located, the inoculation cloth was tilted on the ground in front 
of the test bench, and the length of the seed falling belt 
perpendicular to the baseline was measured, indicating that the 
efficiency increases with the width.  The curvature of the seed 
falling area was measured as follows: first, the end positions of the 
seed falling belt were determined and the two end points were 
marked, after which the maximum distance between the midpoint 
of the two end points and the arc of the seed falling belt were 
measured.  This distance was the curvature of the belt.  The 
shorter the distance, the smaller was the curvature of the drop. 
4.1.1  Orthogonal test results and range analysis 

The test and range analysis results are given in Tables 2 and 3, 
respectively.  K value is the sum of the results of various factors, k 
is the average value of K according to the optimal level of each 
factor that can be determined, and R value is the difference between 
the maximum and minimum value of k, determining the primary 
and secondary order of the factors.  The results showed that the 
main factors of the width were CBA, in order, the optimal 
combination was C3B1A3, the main factors impacting the 
curvature of seed falling area were ACB, and, hence, the optimal 
combination was A3C3B3.  Moreover, Table 3 shows that the 
effects the levels of each factor had on the curvature of the seed 
falling area were small, so the ideal combination of the three 
factors was C3B1A3. 

 

Table 2  Orthogonal test programs and results 

Test numbers Radiuses of particles position (A)/mm Offset angles(B)/(°) Speeds(C)/r·min-1 Measured widths/m Chord lengths of particles falling area/m

1 1 (18) 1 (0) 1 (500) 4.64 0.86 

2 1 (18) 2 (30) 2 (750) 4.78 0.89 

3 1 (18) 3 (60) 3 (1000) 4.81 1.01 

4 2 (37) 1 (0) 2 (750) 5.01 0.98 

5 2 (37) 2 (30) 3 (1000) 5.11 1.02 

6 2 (37) 3 (60) 1 (500) 4.31 1.00 

7 3 (55) 1 (0) 3 (1000) 5.32 1.14 

8 3 (55) 2 (30) 1 (500) 4.46 1.10 

9 3 (55) 3 (60) 2 (750) 4.89 1.10 
 

Table 3  Results of range analysis 

 
Measured width/m Chord length of particles falling area/m 

Factor A Factor B Factor C Factor A Factor B Factor C 

K1 14.23 14.97 13.41 2.76 2.98 2.96 

K2 14.43 14.35 14.68 3.00 3.01 2.97 

K3 14.67 14.01 15.24 3.34 3.11 3.17 

k1 4.74 4.99 4.47 0.92 0.99 0.99 

k2 4.81 4.78 4.89 1.00 1.00 0.99 

k3 4.89 4.67 5.08 1.11 1.04 1.06 

Range R 0.15 0.32 0.61 0.19 0.05 0.07 

Optimum level A3 B1 C3 A3 B3 C3 

Order CBA ACB 
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5 Experiment on distribution and sampling 
uniformity  

5.1  Distribution area 
It can be seen from the table test that the falling area was not 

symmetrically distributed around the forward direction of the UH, 
but biased.  As seen in Table 5, the effective width and effective 

offset distance at different locations were measured by tape.  The 
effective width referred to the transverse propagation distance 
perpendicular to the forward direction, excluding the end area 
where the sowing quantity was less than the conventional rice 
seeding requirement (180 grains/m2).  The effective offset 
distance referred to the width relative to the effective sowing width 
on the left side of the forward direction. 

 

Table 5  Distribution of seed falling regions 

Effective width/m 
Position of seed falling port 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

G 4.91 4.78 4.76 5.01 4.98 4.87 5.22 5.15 4.89 

G1 2.46 2.40 2.54 2.42 2.45 2.43 2.26 2.30 2.32 

Offset distance 0.005 0.01 0.16 0.085 0.04 0.005 0.35 0.275 0.125 
Note: G is the effective width, G1 is the offset distance of seed falling regions, along the left side of the UH, the offset distance is the absolute differences between the 
half effective width and effective offset distance; The disc speed is 750 r/min. 

 

Table 5 shows that, in the same direction, the offset width of 
the falling area increased by increasing the radius of the falling 
mouth and the offset angle of the falling export.  The maximum 
offset distance was 0.35 m and the minimum value was 0.005 m, 
and the effective offset distance was not drastically affected by the 
radius and the offset angle. 
5.2  Sowing uniformity test 

Based on the theoretical analysis of the factors affecting the 
sowing uniformity and the experimental study on the performance 
parameters of the sowing disc, the sowing device was mounted on 
the UH to test the sowing uniformity.  Test material: UH 
(Xiangnong TXA-16 planting UH, the maximum load is 16 kg, the 
ideal operating height is 1-3 m, and the ideal operating speed is   
6 m/s).  The rotation speed of the sowing disc was 1000 r/min, 
and the distance from the seed falling position to the center of the 
disc was 55 cm without bias.  The rice (Huanghuazhan) was 
selected, soaked, and the sowing quantity was 1.33 kg/min.  As 
shown in Figure 6, three rows of collection points (a total of 57) 
were initially set along the UH in the forward direction according 
to the range of the width obtained from the previous distribution 
tests and symmetrically distributed along the baseline of the UH 
trajectory.  The distances between sampling points were 30 cm × 
50 cm (row × column).  The test area and sampling points (size of 
22.6 cm × 16.4 cm) are shown in Figure 7.  On the test day, the 
wind level was 2, the flight height of the UH was 1 m, and the 
flight speed was 3 m/s. 

 
Figure 6  Positions of sample 

 
Figure 7  Real sampling points and test area 

The number of falling grain particles was collected in different 
rows (Figures 8-10).  Figure 8 shows that the particle distribution 
had a larger fluctuation in the first row (the maximum difference 
between the number of particles is 11).  Figure 9 shows the 
particle distribution in the second row.  On the left of the forward 
direction, the distribution curve was stable, contrary to the other 
side.  Figure 10 shows the particle distribution in the third row.  
As a whole, the particle distribution had a smooth fluctuation, and 
the difference was not large, as shown in Figure 11.  A statistical 
analysis of the number of particles at each collection point is shown 
in Table 6.  As seen, the number of particles among the three rows 
was not very different, indicating good uniformity in the forward 
direction.  The coefficient of variation of the number of particles 
in each row was more than 20%, indicating that the uniformity in 
the horizontal direction was poor.  Figure 7 shows the distribution 
of particles at each collection point.  Specifically, the histogram 
represents the number of particles at each of the three collection 
points, and the curve represents the average of the number of 
particles in each column, excluding the two sampling points at both  

 
Figure 8  Statistics of particle counts in the first row 

 
Figure 9  Statistics of particle counts in the second row 
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Figure 10  Statistics of particle counts in the third row 

 
Figure 11  Average statistics of particle counts in all rows 

 

Table 6  Uniformity analysis of particle counts in each 
collection point 

 

ends.  The reasons are as follows: 1) the air flow under the UH 
has a great influence on the seed particle movement; 2) the falling 
area of sowing is a complex superposition of the arc areas, which 
will surely cause differences in distribution of the number of 
particles in the grain falling area and affect the uniformity. 

6  Conclusions 

A centrifugal disc-type sowing device for an UH was designed.  
The rotation speed of the disc, the distance from the falling export 
to the center of the disc and the offset angle of the seed outlet were 
analyzed, and the optimal combination was established.  Tests to 
determine the uniformity and the width of sowing were carried out. 

The results showed the following conclusions:  
1) The distance between the position of the falling mouth and 

the center of the disc (A), the offset angle of the exit position from 
the forward direction (B), and the rotation speed (C) had an effect 
on the sowing width in the descending order: C, B, A, and had an 
effect on the curvature of the seed falling area was in the 
descending order: A, C, B.  Between the two, the former was 
more important.   

2) The rotational speed of the disc, the distance from the 
falling export to the center of the disk, and the offset angle of the 
falling mouth had little effect on the offset of the width.   

3) The uniformity test on the ground showed that the 
coefficient of variation of uniformity in the transverse direction 
(perpendicular to the UH advancing direction) was more than 20%, 
and the differences of the number of particles between the rows of 
the UH were not immense.   

Though the centrifugal disc-type sowing device for UH 
functioned normally, the sowing scale was small, and the sowing 
uniformity should be improved.  Moreover, the parameters of the 
key components such as the seeding device and the centrifugal disc 
need to be further optimized.  The effects of the operation height 
during sowing operations need to be explored, and plenty of field 
test data to calibrate sowing parameters are also required, in order 
to consider more influencing factors impacting the field operations 
of the UH. 
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